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THE USE OF DREAMS IN RIJAL BOOKS 

Research Assist. Dr. Bekir KUZUDİŞLİ' 

ABSTRACT 

Although in general scholars accept that the drcams of persons other than those of 
Prophets are not sources of information, it can be undcrstood that muslim scholars were not Ieft 
out the drcams bccause of same hadiths dea\ing with the true dreams (ruya siliha) and with the 
practice of the Prophet. They general\y recorded these drcams in biographical sources. The ai m of 
this artide is to study on that tlıesc drcams on which ki nd of men and ideas are focused and on the 
reasons of these kind of dream narratives. Struggling bctween ahi al-hadith and ahi al-fıqh that 
dcbated in the first three century, conflict between sccts (ınadhfthip) and the matter of creation of 
the Qur'an (Khalqu'l-Qur'iin) are retlected on the transmitted-dreams. Thus, they want to prove 
thattheir group were righl and the others were wrong by using the dreams that usually the Prophet 
were on vision. 

ÖZET 

Rİ CAL KiTAPLARINDA RÜYA KULLANIMI 

Alimler, genel olarak, Peygamberler dışındaki şahısların gördüğü rüyaların bilgi kaynağı 
olmadığını kabul etmelerine rağmen salih rüyalarla ilgili hadisler ve bu konudaki Hz. 
Peygamber'in uygulamalarından dolayı onlardan ınustağnl kalamamış ve ridU kaynaklarında bir 
çok rilyaya yer vermişlerdir. Bu makalenin amacı ricfil kaynaklannda zikredilen rilyalann, hangi 
şahıs veya fikirler etrafında yoğunlaştığını ve bu tür rüyaların nakledilmesinin muhtemel 
sebeplerini araştırmaktır. İlk üç asırda uzun munakaşalara konu olan ehl-i hadis chl-i rcy 
çekişmesi, mezhep mücadeleleri veya halkü'l-Kur'an meselesi etrafındaki gruplaşmalar söz 
konusu rivayet edilen rüyalara da yansımış, zikredilen riiyalarla desteklenmck istenen grubun 
haklılılığı, diğer grubun yanlışlığı ise çoğu kere Hz. Peygamber'e sorularak teyit edilmeye 
çalışılmıştır. 
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In general, Islamic scholars have emphasized that information attained 
via dreams, other than those of the Prophets, have no scientific value. Although 
soıne scholars, including Abu IsJ:ıak Al-Isfirayini, claiıned that dreams in which 
the Prophet is envisioned are binding and should be acted upon, this is not an 
idea that has been generally accepted; scholars have stated that dreaıns cannot 
acı as proof of something and that they cannot lead to the establishınent of a 
religious ıuling. 1 For example, Ibn I;!azm (d. 45611064) stated "Dreaıns kill 
theology, because one cannot be certain of their soundness. These could be 
illusions (adglıat/ııı a/ılam). However, religious laws ınust sometiınes speak of 
the soul, of honor or other important matters. These things cannot be dependent 
on a dream," thus clearly putting forward this approach2

• Qadi al-'Iyad (d. 
544/1149) stated in clear language that a dream cannot change an established 
sunnah practice, nor can it put forward a practice as being sunnah that has not 
been established, and he recorded that the scholars were in agreement on this 
ınatter. 3 Ina similar manner, Shatibi (d. 790/1388) said that if a person who had 
a dreaın were to say something that was in keeping with an existing religious 
ruling then that person was within the religion. If they were to say something 
that was contradictory to the religion then it was iınpossible that they could be 
correct. This is due to the general acceptance of the principle after the death of 
Prophet Muhammad that the rules which he had established could not be 
effaced.' 

The ruling as to why dreaıns should not be taken into account is 
explained by Ibn al-Hacc (d. 737/1336) as follows: 1) A person is not obliged 
with any duties while they are asleep. 2) Knowledge and reports (of hadiths) can 

2 
Shavkiinl, h>lıiid al-ful;ill, p. 360; 'Abd a\-Kadir al-Badran a\-Dimashql, a/-Madkh,ıl, p. 298. 

Ibn Hazm, a/-lfıkiim, VII, 407. Ibn f:Iazm repcats this opinion in his other books, see: lii-Faşl fi 
al-mılal va afıviii ve al-nilıa/, V, 14. 
QaQ'i al-'Iyaq, İkmiil ,7/-nıu'Jinı bi feviiid-iMus!im, I, 153. 
Shat ibi, ai-I'tişiim, 1, 198. Cf: idcm, ai-Muviifilkii' L 82; ll, 266; 267. 
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only be learned from sameone who is fully conscious. 3) Prophet Muhammad 
commanded Muslims to obey two things: The Book and the Sunnah 5 

Scholars who put forward views canceming dreams and actions based 
upon dreams stated that dreams that are contrary to !ega! rulings in particnlar 
carry absolutely no value and that legal rulings cannot be changed because of a 
dream.6 In this matter the fallawing example is very striking: "Aman living at 
the time of 'Izz b. Abd al-Saliim (d. 660/1262) saw the Prophet in his dream. 
The Prophet told him "There is same treasure buried in a certain place. Take it. 
But, you do not need to give one-fifth of it as charitable alms." The man 
uncovcred the treasure and asked the scholars of the day if he had to give the 
alms or not. The scholars stated that the dream was reliable and therefore he did 
not need to give one-fifth away, as he had dreamed. However, 'Izz b. Abd al
Saliim cl aimed that the dream was in valid saying that it was in conflict with an 
authenticated hadith, "give one-fifth of the rikaz"7

•
8 'Ali al-Qiiri (d. 1014/1606), 

who adopted this view, stated that "A dream should not contradict reported 
haditlıs. If there is any such conflict then one cannot act according to the 
dream."9 

In addition to the opınıons of scholars recorded above, the statements 
found in the basic hadiths:· "A reliable dream of a pious person is 1/46°' of 
prophethood"10 and "Wlıoever sees me intheir dreams truly sees me", 11 as well 

6 

ibn al-Hacc, Kitiib ai-Madkhal, IV, 292-293. (This information was quotcd from Leah 
Kinberg's Morality in the Guise ofDreams, p. 37). 

ai-Nawawi, Slıarf.ı ai-Mus/Jin, I, I 15. Por scholars who follow this opinion see: Talat Sakallı, 
Rl'iyff ve Hadis Riviiyetı: p. 35-50; Enbiya Yıldırım, "Beyhaki ve Hadis Rivayetinde Rüya'ya 
Verdiği Değer", Cumhuriyet Üniversitesi i!alıiy;Jt Fakültesi Dergisi, 5 (1), 2001, p. 171-172. 
al-Bukhfiri, "Zaldit", 65. 
al-ZurkanT, Shmfı, II, 139; al-LaknavT, a!-Ta'!Tq a!-muınaccad, II, 141. 

a!-Laknavi, ibid. See also af-Muvlifakiit, li, 266. Ibn al-Qayyiın, TehdlıTb al-madiidc a!
siilikJn, p. 51. 

10 al-Bukh!irT, "Ta'bTr'', 2, 4; Muslim, ''Ru'yft", 7; AbG Davod, "Adab", 96; al-TirnıidhT, 
"Ru'ya", 1. For ditlCrent numbersin this matter, see: Muslim, ''Ru'ya", 9. For interprelations 
of different numbers, see: Ibn I:Jacar, Fetfı lıl-BiirT, XII, 362-363. 

11 al-Bukharı, '"Ilm", 38; Muslim, ''Ru'ya", 10. 
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as the fact that the Prophet asked the Companions about their dreams and 
interpreted them all mean that scholars could not ignore the matter of dreams. 
For example, ai-Nawawi (d. 676/1277) reported that when the Prophet appears 
in a person' s dream, ordering them to do good and to prevent evi! all the 
scholars are in agreement that the person should acı upon this dream. 12 In a 
similar way, Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328), while explaining a matter of using 
weak hadiths in matters of virtuous actions, compaı·ed this to matter to that of 
dreams, in that they cannot introduce a rnling and cannot acı as means for 
sameılıing to be considered lawful; he went on to state that they could be quoted 
as a means of terglb and terhlb if they were within well-known bounds of the 
religion. 13 As a resul!, therefore, the hadiths that are reported here serve not as 
evidence, but are rather reports of isti'nas and isıizhar (encouraging people 
towards the religion and confirmation). At this point, after briefly exaınining the 
dreams that found in the basic hadith books we will go on to our acınal topic, 
the use of dreams in the biographies. 

A. The Use of Dreams in the Basic Hadith Books 

When looking at the basic hadith sow-ces it can be seen that, even though 
those hadiths that are concerned with drearns are proportionally few, they are 
either repoıted in connection with a matter of Islamic jurisprudence or in order 
to emphasize the reliability of a hadith. For example, concerning the hadith 
reported by al-Humaydi (d. 219/834), via Sufyiin b. Uyayna, in which the 
Prophet is said to have been concerned about eating onions and garlic as these 
disturb the angels, it is reported that Suyfan had a dream in which he saw the 
Prophet and asked him "Oh, Prophet of God, it is reported that you did not eat 
things that people did not !ike. Is this trne?" The Prophet answered him "Yes, it 
is true."14 

12 al-Nawawi, Shar{ı al-Muslim, 1, 115. 
13 Ibn Taymiyya, Macmü' ai-Fatava, XVIII, 66. 
14 ai-I:Iuınaydi, ai-Musnad, I, 162. 
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In the books of Ibn Abi Shayba (d. 235/849), al-Bazziir (d. 292/905) and 
al-Tahiivi (d. 321/933) a dream reported from Omar is as follows: "I saw the 
Prophet in my dream. But he w as not looking at me. 'Oh, Prophet of God, what 
is wrong?' I asked. 'Even though you were fasting you kissed your wife,' he 
said. I answered him 'I swear that I will not kiss my wife while I am fasting.' 
The Prophet approved of this and said 'Yes' ."15 

As recorded by Ahmad b. Hanbal (d. 241/855), Ibn Miija (d. 273/888), 
Abi\ DilvQd (d. 275/889) and al-Nasai (d. 303/915), after a hadiths had been 
reported from Abi\ Ayyash, the nan·ator, Hammad b. Salama, added the 
following: "A man sa w the Prophet in a dream and said 'Oh Prophet of God, 
Abi\ Ayyiish said that you gave this hadith,' quoting the hadith in question. In 
reply to this the Prophet said "Abi\ Ayyiish is teliing the truth."'16 

al-Tirmizi (d. 279/892) recorded that the hadith concerning teslıelılıut 

reported from Abdullah b. Mas'nd was the most gennine, and after confirming 
this with the opinions of scholars went on to qnote a dream of Husayf. "I saw 
the Prophet in my dream and said 'People agree on the matter of the teslıelılıut.' 
He told me "Follow the teslıelıhut of Abdullah b. Mas'Qd."17 'Abdurrazzilk (d. 
211/826) reported this dream before al-Tirmizi, as the last entry under the 
heading of "teslıelı/ıut". 18 

Alongside the evaination of hadiths, it is possible to find a variety of 
interpretations by narrators that are either directly or indirectly related to 
nullification or modification in the basic hadiılı sources. Withont a doubt, the 

ıs Ibn Abi Shayba, ai-Muşann~1f, II, 315; al·Bazzar, al·Musnad, l, 229; ai·TaJ:ıavı, Sharh al
ına'önt al-iithiir, li, 88. 

16 'N)mad b.l:lanbal, a/-Musnad. IV, 60; Abu Davud, "Adab", 100, 101; lbn Maja, "Du'a, 14; 
ai·Nasaı, a!-Sunmı .1!-kebiı; VI, 11. See alsa: al·Tabaranı, a!-Mu'jam a!-kebiı; V, 217. lt is 
said that the name of Abü 'Ayyash is Zayd al-Ş aınit. But there is same do u bt on this ınatter. 
(lbn !:!acar, al-Jşiiba, ll, 610, IV, 412; 420; VII, 295). 

17 al-Tirınidhl, "ŞaHit", 99. 
18 'Abd al-Razzak, a!-Muşannaf, II, 205. For two ınore examples, see: al-TirmidhT "Manfiqıb", 

30, Cf: al-MubarakfılrT, Tufıf<l a!-afwazJ, X, 188; Abü Davüd, "Cenfiiz", 16-17; Cf. ai-Mizzi, 
Telıdlıib al-kamiil, XXXIV, 337. 
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most famous example of these is the interpretation from Muslim' s Salıi/ı in his 
Mukaddime, concenıed with Ebiin b. Ebi Ayyash. Muslim (d. 261/875) made 
clear in the quotation that he was not a reliable narrator, and then quoted Hamza 
al-Zayyat. "I saw the Prophet (pbuh) in my dream and I reported to him what 
we had heard from Aban. He recognized only 5 or 6 of the nearly 1,000 hadiths 
that I presented to him." 19 It is noteworthy that a similar situation takes place 
before this in Ali b. Ca'd's Musned. It is recorded that the narrator of the dream 
that is found in Musned, Ali b. Mushir, said "I abandoned the hadiths from him 
when I heard this."20 

Abu Davud, after quoting a hadiths from his teaeber Muhammad b. 
Muhammad b. Khallad and saying that he had been wrongfully killed, recorded 
his own dream in the fallawing way: "I sa w him in my dream and s;ıid "How is 
God treating you"? He said "God has placed me in heaven". Then I said, "That 
means the vakf 21 didn't cause you any harm."22 

The scholars who interpret the dreams that is recorded in the basic hadith 
sources, as was stated at the beginning of the article, claiın that it is not 
perrrıitted to use dreams as evidence. Al-Bazzar, who repoıted the dream quoted 
from Oınar above, said: "Omar repoıted from the Prophet the opposite of this 
statement," stressing that it could not be taken as evidence."3 al-Tahavl, who 
claimed that the hadith in question had been used by opponents as evidence, 
said "The events of the Prophet reported by Omar occurred in his sleep. These 
cannot be evidence." He al so said that the opposite of this dream had been 

19 Muslim, Muqaddima, 5. 
20 'Ali b. Ca'd, al-Musncd, 1, 23. 
21 In this contcxt, the expressian of waqf is understood as same one who says that the Qur'an is 

the word of God and who is then sHenced. Azlmfibıidl, the interpreter of Aba Davod, 
understood it tomean that standing opposed to one's killers will not harm one ('A?Im abadı 
'A vn al-nıa'büd, IX, 105). Howcver, this docs not seem to be corrcct. As a matter of fact, 
having brought up the quotation mentioned above, lbn Hacer, in his biography ofMuharnınad 
b. Muhamınad, says that this "is about the Qur'an" (Ibn ~I acar, Talıdlıib, IX, 382). 

22 Aba Davad, "Eymıin", 15. 
23 alwBazzar, ai-Musned, I, 229. 
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reported from Omar.24 Thus, this type of dream, which is recorded in the basic 
hadith sources, is accepted as a means of confıııning rulings, and can be seen to 
facilitate their work by acting as exterior evidence to thelawsin question.25 

On the other hand, one part of the dreams that are recorded in the basic 
hadit/ı sources has been recorded by Ibn Ebi al-Dunya (d. 281/894) in his Kitab 
al-Menamat (Book of Dreams).Z6 However, it can be understood that of the 
neaı·Iy 350 dreams27 contained in this work, which we can expect will reflect the 
dreams recorded at that period, only a very small portion are also in the basic 
hadith sources. When examining the dreams recorded in al-Menamat or those 
not included in it, it can be seen that they are recorded more in the biographies 
and other works that relate to the deeds of leading personalities. The subject of 
dreams is truly a fascinating subject when one looks at the function they 
perfoım in the biographies and examines w hat kin d of messages the author, the 
dreamer or the one who reports the dream wants to send. 

B. The Use of Dreams in Rijal Books 

The compilers of histories or biographies of important people also 
included dreams, both positive and negative.28 In fact, authors !ike Ibn Abi 

24 al-Tal~avT, Sbarh a/-ma'liııT al-lithffr, II, 88-89. 
25 For an evaluation of the drcam had alıout Eban b. Abi 'Ayyash see: al-NawawT, Slıarf.ı a/

Musüın, I, 1 15; for the dream that I;Iaınrnad b. Selerne transmitted see: 'A7,:Tm abadT 'Avn al
ma'büd, XIII, 285; SeharantlirT, Bedhl al-nmchild, XX, 18. For the dream that Khuşayf 
transmitted see: Ibn I:facar, M ct ff!İb al- 'iiliya, VII, 188 (no te of Critic). For an evaluation of 
the dream transmitted in I:IumaydT's Musnad see: Tbn I:Iacar, ibid, V-VI, 535 (notc ofCritic). 

26 For the issue of Hz. 'Umar not kissing his wife w: ı ile he was fasting, see: (Ibn Abi ai-Dunya, 
al-Maniiıniit, p. 79); for the prayer oflaşahhud of 'Abd Allah b. Mas'üd, see: (ibİd, p. 82); for 
issues such as the cating of onion and garlic, see: ( ibid, p. 83). 

27 The book of Ibn Abi al-Dunya has two cditions: 1. el- Manfimfft, Majdi Fethi es-Seyyid 
İbrahim, Qahire, ai-Maktaba al-Qur'an, n.d.; 2. Kitffb a/-Manffm, Brill, Leiden, 1994. The 
editar of book, ~cah Kinberg, has published this work under the name Moı-ality in tlıe Guise 
ofDreams: A Cndca/ Edition ofKit§bü'l-Manfim witlı Iııtroduction, with many explanation. 

28 Fedwa Malti Doug!as, "Controvcrsy and i ts cffects in the biographica! tradition of al-Khapb 
ai-Baghdadf', Studia fslaınica, XLVI, 1977, s. 126. 
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Halim (d. 327/938), Qadl al-'Iyiid, Ibn ai-Jawzi (d. 59711201), Dhahabl (d. 
748/1348), Ibn Katbir (d. 774/1373), Ibn Hacar al-Haytaml (d. 974/1567) and 
Taqiyuddln b. 'Abd al-Qiidir al-Tamlml (d. 1010/1601) had special sections 
devoted to dreams.Z9 Other biographers, including Hatib el-Bagdadi, recorded 
dreams concerned with the narrators they were quoting. Below, the role that 
these dreams played in such works will be discussed. 

Cerlı-Ta'dil (Nullification or Modification) through Dreaıns 

In the biographies, while same narrations are translated, alsa same 
interpretations of dreams about the narrator in question or the hadiths that are 
being narrated are recorded. While these types of nullification and modification 
are sametimes directly related to a question about a hadiths or narrator, they are 
sametimes explained in such a way that the situation of the person in the other 
world is indirectly described. 

a. Nullification and Modification Dircctly through Dreaıns 

Some dreams that are reported in the biographies explain whether the 
person narrating is reliable or unreliable on a certain matter. In these types of 
dreams, the person either has a dream or is reporting a dream in which Prophet 
Muhammad or one of the leading hadith narratoı·s is asked abouı a narration, 

29 Ibn Abi I:Jatim, Taqdima, al ~Jarlı va al-ta'dtl, p. 119, 285, 311, 346 (For an eva!uation of same 
of these dreaıns, see: Eric Dickinson, Tlıe Taqdima of lbn AbT f:liitim af-RfizT, p. 59-63); Qfiçii' 
al-'lyiiçl, Tertfbü'l-meddrik, II, 152 (Scholar's dreams that indicaled M8Jik's knowledge and 
his scholarship); Ibn ai-JawzT, Maniiqıb a/-lmiim 'AI;mad b . .fllmbal, p. 551 (Ibn al-JawzT 
transmits three sections of dreams: Dreams had by 'Al)rnad. -p. 527-; dreams in which 
'Al) m ad was scen -p. 529- and drcams about him -p. 55 l ); ai-DhahabT, Siycr, Xl, 344 
(DhahabT transmi ts dreams about 'Al;ımad b. f:Ianbal u nder the manamat subheading); idem; 
Maniiqib Jmiim Abillfanfilı va Şiifıibaylıi Abr Yüsuf va Mu{ıammad b. lfasan, p. 32 (S ome 
dreams that herald to Abi lfanTfa); Ibn KesTr, ai-Bidiiya va al-nihiiya, X, 342 (Some dreams 
about 'AJ).mad b. f:Ianbal); Ibn f:lacar ai-HaytaınT, ai-Klwyriit al-fıisiin IT maniiqib ai-Imifm al
A' z€1m AbT _(fanifa al-Nu' miin, p. 95 (Same dreams that AbT ijanTfa had and which were about 
him); TaqiyuddTn b. 'Abd ai-Qadir, ai-Tabaqift al-saniyye ll t.1rii}im ıd-lfanafiyya, I, 146 
(Same dreams that pious men had about AbT _({anTfa before and after his death). 
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and the narratian is pronounced as trustworthy or weak. For example, aman had 
a dream in which the Prophet appeared and the Prophet asked him "From whom 
do you get your hadiths?" The man said "From Hushaym (b. Bashir)." The 
Prophet answered, "Take hadith s from Hushaym. He is a good man. "30 In a 
similar way, Muhammad b. Asiarn et-Tfısl asks the Prophet from whom he 
should take his hadiths and is told to take them from Yahya b. Yahya et
Taym131 Moreover, dreams in which the Prophet was seen confirmed the 
narratian of hadiths of Avza'! and Mansur b. Mu'tamir on certain subjects. 

In some examples an individual attains information by asking the Prophet 
about the relevant nullification or modification of a nanator. For example, a 
dream of Valid b. Muslim is reported as follows: "I had written down the 
hadiths of Abdullah b. Ziyad b. Sam' an. I fell asleep with the book in my hand. 
In my dream the Prophet appeared Lo me and I said 'These are the things that 
Ibn Sem'iin has nanated from you.' The Prophet said 'Teli Ibn Sem'an that he 
should not li e out of fear of God. "'32 

The dreams concerned with nullification and modification found in the 
biographies are not just dreams concerned with Prophet Muhammad. Although 
less frequently, there are dreams mentioned in which leading narrators of 
hadiths or sheikhs who reported hadiths appear in dreams in some situations. 
For example, Bishr b. Bekir records the following dream: "A few days after the 
death of Malik b. Anas he appeared in a dream. He told me: 'There is someone 
in your region called Ibn 'Abdilhakam. Take hadiths from him, he is 
reliable.'"33 In anather dream, Mucahid appeared and was asked about a hadith 
which Leys b. Abi Sulayın had narrated fi·oın him and Muciihid slated that he 
knew of no such hadith.34 

3° KhatTb al-Baghdadi, Tiirik/ı, XIV, 93: al-Mizzi, İbid, XXX, 280; lbn l:lacar, r,,/ıd/ıib, Xl, 54. 
31 Al-Nawaw1, Tahdfılb a/-asmii, ll, 454; ai-Mizzi, İbid, XXXII, 35; Ibn \lacar, ıbid, XI, 260. 
32 'Uqayli, ai-J)IIafii, ll, 255; lbn 'Asakir, İbid, XXVIll, 283; al-Dhalıabi, ai-MTziin, IV, 101. 
33 al-MizzT, İbid, XV, 193. For asking from Malik b. Anasalıout 'Abd Allah b. Vehb's situation 

see: K ilmi/, IV, 203. 
34 'Uqaylr, a!-pualii, IV, 16; Jbn I;1ibban, ai-Ma;iühTn, ll, 232. 
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Some reports of dreams teli us that a narrator dreamed about a particular 
problem or that they were given more detailed information about a subject. For 
example, Ebu Nu'aym Fadl b. Dukayn, despite being a reliable narı·ator, was 
criticized for taking money for narrating a hadiths. Bishr b. 'Abdilvahid 
deseribes the dream in which the former appeared as follows: "In my dream I 
asked Fadl 'What has God done to you for knowingly taking money for 
narrating a hadiths?' He answered me in the following way 'The judge 
examined the matter. He forgave me as I had a large family. "'35 In as imilar way 
Malik b. Anas asked about the position of Hisham b. Urva and he was told that 
the hadiths reported by the latter in Medinah were sound, while those reported 
after he had left Medinah w ere to be considered as weak. 36 

When the individuals whose expressions stating direct nullification or 
modification are examined, it can be seen that they are considered as 
trustwoıthy or weak according to the interpretations they have made; these are 
not related to their dreams. In other words, 'Hushaym, Yahya b. Yahya et
Teyıni, Evzai, Mansur b. Mu'temir and İbn 'Abdilhakam are narraters who are 
considered to be trustworthy according to their interpretations, rather than 
dreams. 37 'Abdullah b. Ziyad b. Sam'an, Leys b. Abu Sulayın are generally 
considered to be weak narrators.38 On the other hand, despite not being 
trustworthy hadith narrators, the situations recorded above for Fadl b. Dukayn 
and Hisham b. 'Urva, are quite frequently quoted in the biographies.39 Thus, it 
can be understood that dreams which preseni statements of nullification or 
ınodification that are in keeping with the norms are used as a means of 
canfirmation and act asa means of verification for those who gave such nılings. 

35 ai-DhahabT, X, Siyeı; 152; ai-MizzT, İbid, xxııı, 218. 
36 lbn Abi l;liitiın, Taqdima, p. 22; Ibn 'Abd ai-Barr, al- Taııılıid, XXII, 120; KhatTb ai-BaghdadT, 

Tiiriklı, XIV, 40; ai-Mizzi, İbİd, XXX, 238; Ibn J:lacar, Tahdlılb, Xl, 45. 
37 See respectively: Ibn I:Iacar, ai-Taqrİb, 574,598, 347, 547, 310. 
38 Ibn f:lacar, ibkl, p. 303, 464. 
39 For Façll b. Dukayn see: Ibn l:facar, Talıdlıib, VIII, 247; for Hisham see: lbn I:Jacar, ibid, Xl, 

45. 
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In some dreams ılıere is no mention of the nullification or modification of 
a nan·ator; rather they simply deseribe his place in the other world. 

b. Indirect Nnllification and Modification 

In centrast to the statements of nullifıcation given above, even tlıough 
ılıere may be no mention in some dreams of nullification or modification, the 
positive or negative condition of the person envisaged in the dream provides an 
idea for the ı-eader. For example, Husayn b. Hurays b. Hasan, who had died 
white returning from pilgrimage, was envisaged in a dream wearing a white 
gown anda green turhan white reading a verse from the Qur'an at the Prophet's 
pulpit, and the words "true, true" were heard rising from the surraunding 
graves.40 Ina similar manner, Hammad b. Selerne was en visaged ina dream and 
in reply to the question "How is your Lord treating you?" answered "He is 
treating me well."41 Ina dream in which Hammad b. Zayd appeared he said that 
God had forgiven him, while Hammad b. Selerne was in the highest heaven 
(ald-i illiyyfn). 42 In addition to these examples, the fact that leading narraters of 
hadiths, !ike Sufyan al-Thawri, 'Abdullah b. 'Avn, 'A'meş, Yahya b. Sa'id al
Kattan, and other famous narrators43 appeared in dreams depicted in a positive 
manner not only confırmed their reliability as narrators, but was also considered 
as a sign that the actions they carried out in this world were correct. At the same 
time, it can be understood that the reason wlıy these individuals, who comprise 

4° Khatib al-Baghdadi, Tiirikh,lll, 108; al-Mizzi, İbid, VI, 361. 
41 Ibn ai-JawzT, Şıfatc?I-Şa!Wa, lll, 363; ai-MizzT, it id VII, 268. 
42 Abi Nu 'ayın, I:Iilya, VI, 252; al-Mizzf, ibid 
43 For dreams about Sufyan al-ThawrT see: Ib n Abi ai-Dunya, Kitllbü '/- Maniimiit, p. 48, 57, 159, 

162; Khatib al-Baghdadi, Tiirfklı, IX, 173; al-Mizzi, İbid, XI, 169. lbn Abi l:lalim transmils 
dreams about Sufyan al-SevrT u nder a spccial titlc. (lbn Abi :f:Iiitiın, Taqd1ina, p. 1 1 9). For a 
dream about 'Abdullah b. 'Avn see: lbn AbT al-Dunya, ibid, p. 82; ai-Dhahabi, Siyer, VI, 371; 
Ibn l:lacar, Tabdlıib, V, 304. For 'Amesh see: Ibn Abi al-Dunya, İbid, p. 52; Khalıb al
Baghdadr, Tiirlklı, IX, 12; For Ya~ ya b. Ş a'Id Khanb ai-Baglıdiidi, Tiiıiklı, XIV, 142. For 
dreams about same other J:ıadith scholars see: Ibn Abr al-Dunya, 1bi'd, 156-157, 166, 
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nearly all of the irnportant narrators, are also represented as ehl-i hadith is due 
to their appearing in rnany drearns. W e will retuı·n to this matter later. 

On the other hand, it is noteworthy that those narrators who eome to the 
fore as greats in Sufism, in worship or piety, appear in a positive rnanner in 
drearns. Alongside those narrators who lead the way in the biographies, there 
are those narrators who only provide a few hadiths; the reason why they are 
quoted is that they have rnade a positive appearance in drearns; sametimes in 
these types of drearns it is rnade clear that the person in question has reaehed a 
high rank due to their actions. For exarnple, Raqaba b. Masqala related this 
drearn about a leading hadith narrator, Sulayınan al-Taymi: "In my drearn I saw 
my Lord. He said 'I showed Sulayınan al-Taymi great hospitality because he 
had prayed fajr prayer (morning prayer) with the ablution from 'islıa prayer 
(night prayer). "'44 Als o, Bishr b. Haris (Bishr el-Hafi), from who m hadiths w ere 
reported by Abu Davud and Nasai,45 is one of narrators whose drearns are most 
frequently quoted due to his piety and devoutness. 46 Narrators !ike Hassan b. 
Abu Sinan, Bişr b. Mansur al-Sulami, Murra b. Şarahil and Harun b. Riab corne 
to the fore due to their piety and devoutness and also because they appear in a 
very positive light in drearns. 47 

44 ai-Dlıalıabf, Siyer, VI, 197; ai-Mizzf, İbid, XII, 10. 
45 Both authors transmit his J:ıadıth in out of their Slllmn (Ibn F.facar, TahdhJb, I, 389). 
46 In the biography of Bishr b. I:Iarith and in the other biography of transmitters relating to him 

therc can be found rnany dreams. See, for instancc, Khanb al-BaglıdadT, TiirTklı, I, 122; VII, 
78-79; lbn 'Asakir, Tlirlfı a/-Dhnaslıq, X, 224; al-MizzT, İbid, IV, 109; XVIII, 501; See alsa, 
Ibn Abi al-Dunya, a.g.c., p. 160; AbTNu'aym, lfılya, V Ili, 336; Ibn ai-JawzT, ŞJ/'atai-Şafiva, 
II, 335. 

47 For a dream had by I:Iassan b. Abi Sinan see: ai-MizzT, İbid, VI, 28; For Bishr b. Manşur see: 
al-DhahabT, Siyer, VIJJ, 361; For Murra b. SharaJ:ıTI see: Ibn ai-.JawzT, ŞI/Bt ai-Şafıva, III, 34; 
al-MizzT, İbid, XXVII, 38 I; For I;IariJn b. Riab see: Ibn I:fibban, al- Tlıiqiit, VII, 578; al-MizzT, 
İbid, XXX, 84. Ibn Abi al-Dunya, also, tclls us same dreams thal were had by pious 
transmittcrs: Ayyub b. Miskın (p. 66), Manşür b. Zadhan (p. 67), Abü Maysara (p. 70), Malik 
b. Drnar (p. 76, 94, 130), Manşür b. 'Arnmar (p. 120), Yunus b. 'Ubayd (p. 121), Suvayd b. 
'Aııır al-Kalbi (p. 164), Ş ila b. Ashyam (p. 150-151 ). 
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Consequently, the reliability of the narrators who are quoted has been 
consolidated by their positive appearance in dreams, and this acts as 
canfirmation of what they have narrated. 

In comleetion with this it is necessary to evaluate dreams in which 
narrators who lie, who are obsolete orunreliable appear in a positive light. 

c. False-Obsolete Narrators and Dreams 

Narrators of false or liars of hadiths who used a variety of means to 
enable their hadiths be accepted by society, often attempted to use dream 
materials. Some naıntors repoıt dreams that signify that they are a reliable or 
trustworthy narrator, while others try to support their weak or unlawful hadiths 
via dreaıns. For example, Muhammd b. Uqqasha, who was considered by many 
scholars to be a liar, c !aimed that he heaı·d the words "Whoever makes complete 
ablution (ghusl) and reads the surah of Ihlas 100 times will see the Prophet in 
their dream" from al-Zuhrf via Mu'aviya b. Hammad ai-Kirmanf; he stated that 
he kept to recite the surah for two years in order that the Prophel would appear 
to him in his dreams and that he would present the hadiths to him, and 
continued to proclaim this, adding that "In my dream the Prophet appeared as he 
was reported ( ... ) I said to him "Oh, Prophet of God ( ... )I have some sunnah 
with me. I present them to you. He answered 'Fine' to me. ( ... ) Later he told me 
to cl ing tight to these sunnah and he brought his fıngers together." It is said that 
Muhammad b. Uqqasha had a sweet taste in his mouth when he awoke, and this 
continued for eight days as he took nothing to eat.48 

It is clear that Muhammad b. Uqqasha propounded such a dream so that 
the things which he claimed were sunnah would find acceptance among the 
people. However, the hadith mwıekkids did not accept these dreams and said 
that the narrator in question w as a liar. For example, Ab u Zur' a al-Razi, who w e 
can understand knew about the dream in question, was asked about Muhammad 
b. Uqqasha; he shook his head and said that the later was a habitual liar 

48 Ibn I:Jacar, LTsifn, V, 287. 
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(kezzab).49 In a similar way, a dream related by Muhammad b. Nasr b. Harun 
was not accepted by hadith nanators. 50 

On the other hand, the naıTator 'Abbas b. 'Abdullah al-Tarqufi, who 
nanated from Ravvad b. Carrah, who in turn reported hadiths from particularly 
Sufyan al-Thawri, whose hadiths were considered as unlawful (munker), tried to 
alleviale this negative situation by a dream that he had had. The hadith in 
question is reported to be recorded fi·om the Prophet via Sufyan al-Thawrl > 
Ravvad b. CaıTah, through 'Abbas b. 'Abdullah al-Tarqufi: '"The lıafifu'l-lıaz 
will be the most blessed in the second century.' Those there asked 'O Prophet, 
who are the hafifu '/-haz?' he answered 'Those without family or chil dren."' 
After Abbas ai-Tarqufi had reported this hadith it is said that he had a dream in 
which Sufyan ai-Thawrl appeared and told him that the mentioned hadith had 
been accepted.51 However, despite this dream, Ravvad b. Carrah considered the 
hadiths from Sufyan to be in general unreliable, even saying that Ibn 'Adiy had 
quoted some of these as examples in his work.52 The hadith in question is 
considered by nearly all scholars to be a superstitious and iliegitimale rumor 
(batı! anda munker).53 

The hadith identified by 'Ali b. Asim, "He who visits the victim of a 
disaster will be rewarded to the same degree as he who suffered the disaster," 
has been the subject of many dreams. Despite this hadith being considered as 
unlawful by nearly all scholars,54 there have been attempts to confirm it as 
trustworthy through dreams of the Prophet. According to one of these dreams 

49 Bardha'T, aiRSuliliit, p. 539; Ibn I:Iacar, LJsiin, V, 287. lbn 'Asakir transmits this dreaın before 
him (lbn 'Asakir, Tiirih a/-Diiııashq, LIV, 232). 

50 ai-DhahabT, ai-MJziin, VI, 355; Ibn f:lacar, Lisôn, V, 404. 
51 Ibn 'Adiy, a/-Kiinıil, HI, 176; KhatTb al-BaghdadT, Tiirikh, VI, 197; Ibn 'Asakir, TiirTh lıf

Dimaslıq, XVIII, 211. Cf: Leah Kinberg, "Drcams as Means to Evaluate i)adTth", JSAI, (23), 
1999, p. 93. 

52 lbn 'Adiy, ,,1-Kiimıl, III, 176. 
53 For an evaluation of the 1)-aclnh see: al-MunUvT, Fayçl al-Kadfı; III, 497. See alsa. lbn AbT 

f:latim, 'lfa/, ll, 132; 'UqaylT, a!-J?ua/ii, ll, 69; al-DlıalıabT, ai-MTziin, lll, 83. 
54 For an evaluation of the l)adTth see: ai-Suyuı: T, Slıürf7 Jbn Maja, ı, 1 I 5; ai-MubarakftırT, Tufıfa 

a{ıvadlıi, IV, 158. 
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which was recorded by Hatip al-Baghdadi the Prophet was surrounded by the 
four caliphs and Ibrahim, yet he called 'Ali b. Asim to his side, kissed him on 
the forehead and said "Revivify my sunnah", saying that the relevant hadith was 
reliable.55 Moreover, there are dreams that showed 'Ali b. Asimas being higher 
in heaven than Sufyan al-Thawr1.56 

Consequently, dreams were manipulated in an attempt to have certain 
narrators and their sayings, which under normal circumstances would not have 
been accepted, accepted; however it can be understood that these attempts failed 
and such hadiths in general were still not accepted. In fact, some scholars have 
indicated that trying to find acceptance for a fabrication of hadiths by saying "I 
sa w it in a dream" is as harmful, if not more so, than the normal fabrication of 
hadiths.51 

It can be seen that, in a way differing from the one recorded above, 
dreams were perhaps most often used in biographies in discussions alıout ideas 
and bel i e fs. Below w e will exaınine the use of dreams in ideas and beliefs. 

2. Discııssions of Ideas and Beliefs in Dreams 

Many of the dreaıns that are presented in the biographies can be seen to 
be concerned with arguınents alıout ideas and beliefs. As well as the discussions 
of the e/ıl-i sunnalı, e/ıl-i bidat, e/ıl-i hadit/ıs and ehl-i rey, ılıere is the matter of 
wlıether the Qur'an w as created or not; the ideas and beliefs of the personalities 
who led this argument, as well as the leaders of the different groups above, as 
they appeared in dreams are dealt with in these books. 

55 For an evaluation of the J:ıadith see: a\-Suyon, S!ıaifJ Jbn lvfffj,7, I. 1 15; ai-MubarakfiirT, n!l;fb 
a/-afıvadlıl, IV, 158. 

56 lbn AbT al-Dunya, Manffmfit, p. 159; a!-MizzT, İbid, XX, 519. 
57 ai-Munavr, Fayçl ai-Kadfl; VI, 217. 
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a. Members of Ehl-i Sunnuh and Ehl-i Bidat in Dreams 

When the dreams that appear the biographies are examined, it can be seen 
that Sunnis are generally deseribed ina positive way and the eiTors of those who 
are not of the Sunnis are emphasized. In particular, sects !ike the Mutezile and 
Kaderi appear in extremely bad dreams. A dream in which one of the leaders of 
the Mutezile, 'Amr b. 'Ubayd, was seen can be quoted as an example here. 
According to the report of Ibn Hibban (d. 354/965) a person had a dream where 
he saw a monkey coming out of a house and it was, said, "'Amr b. 'Ubayd."58 

According to anather reportina dream 'Amr b. 'Ubayd was holding a Qur'an in 
his !ap and he was scraping off a verse from tlıere. He was asked what he was 
doing and he answered "I am changing this verse for a better one."59 In anather 
dream it was clearly stated that he was destined for hel i. Aman had a dream and 
he asked about the fate of Icaders of Sunnis !ike Ayyub, Yunus and lbn 'Avn. 
The person said that they were in heaven. When the dreamer inquired about 
'Amr b. 'Ubayd it was repeated three times that he was in the flames. 60 

Anather person who is negatively deseribed in dreams is Bishr el-Marlsi. 
Bishr, a person who frequently appears on the agenda in the matter of halk al
Qıır'an, is one of those who were strongly criticized, even being accused of 
blasphemy, due to his other ideas canceming theology (kalanı). There are many 
dreams that emphasis that he belonged to the e/ıl-i bidat given in the 
biographies. For example, Hatib al-Baghdadi, in his biography of Bishr ai
Marisi, states that a man had a dream in which the devi! appeared and told him 
that Bishr had carried out actions that the devi! himself had been unable to do. 61 

The same autlıor, in anather example, said that a woman had been seen in a 
dream and after saying that God had forgiven her the dream continued with the 
dreamer asking the woman "Well, tlıen why is your face red?" The woman said 
that sameone called Bishr al-Mar1sl bad been buried next to her and that the 

58 Ibn f;fibbfin, ai-Majn7/ıin, II, 71. For a siınilar drcaın see: lbn 'Adiy, ai-Kifnıil, V, 106. 
59 lbn 'Adiy, €1/-Kiimi/, V, 97. 
60 lbn 'Adiy, ,7/-Kiimi/, V, 99; lbn l;lacar, TülıdhJb, VIII, 64. 
61 Khatib ai-BaghdadT, Tiirikh, Yil, 64. 
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fires of hell had suddenly flared up araund him. "The fire caused my face to 
become red," she answered62 

On same occasions there have been attempts to prove that the dreams 
about e/ıl-i bidat were correct by stating that the events in the dream came about 
the next day, or very soan afterwards. For example, lbn Sam'an envisaged two 
dogs in his dream; he was able to calm one down, but he could not calm the 
other. A few days later two e/ıl-i bidat came to him. Ibn Sam'an called them to 
the Sunni way. One of theın accepted, w hile the other turned his face away63 

Well-known personalities do not escape from being seen in such dreams. For 
exaınple, 'Abdulazlz b. Muhammad el-Daravardl fell asleep ina masjid and had 
the fallawing dream: "In my dream a man came in to the masjid with a rope in 
his hand; he tied the rape araund the neck of a donkey and took it outside. 
Before much time had passed aman came into the masjid and puta rape araund 
Ibn Ishak's neck, and took him to the Sultan." Al-Zubeyri said that this was the 
result of his views on fate64 The Ibn Ishak here is the famous lbn Ishak who 
was a compiler of Sfre. It is clear that both narratoı·s wanted to prove the 
reliability of their dreams by saying that the events had later happened. 

Apart from the examples above, dreaıns !ike that of Abu Amr b. 'Ala 
where he heard "Whoever resides in Baghdad according to the sunnah and the 
jamaat will be transferred from one heaven to another,"65 the words in the dream 
of Abu Omar al-Dar!r that the most evi! people were those of the Kaderi, 
Mutezile, and Murci,"6 and the one about Amr b. Faid ai-Asvari, who was 
named as being a member of the Mutezili and the Kaderi, in which his bed 
appeared as if a camel' s stable at the same time that a verse from the Qur' an 

62 Klıatlb ai-Baghdadl. Tiirikh, XIV, 433. 
63 Ibn Abi ai·Dunya, ıNd, p. 152; lbn 'Asfikir, TtirJ/ı al-Dimashq, XXVIII, 282. 
64 lbn 'Adiy, ai-Kiimi/, VI, !07; Khatlb ai-Baghdiidl, Tiiıikh, l, 225; ai-Mizzl, İbid, XXIV, 419. 
65 This ~adTth also stresses the virtue of'Baghdad (Khatib ai-BaghdfidT, TifrJklı, I, 46). 
66 lbn Ab ı ai-Dunya, Kttabü'J. Maniim, p. 130 (Brill edi tion). 
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about unbelievers was being recited,67 can all be seen to be used for the same 
purposes.68 

Some people, although they were considered to follow the lines of Sunni 
Muslims, were criticized through dreams because of their ideas. For example, 
Shababa b. Sevvar, from whom all the compilers of Kütüb-i Site had taken their 
hadiths, was generally considered to be a reliable naıTator; in his biography a 
dream of someone from the city of Medain is related conceming him: "I sa w a 
well-dressed aristocratic person in my dream. He asked me where I was coming 
from. I said from al-Mediiin. 'Is that not the city in which Shababa lives?' I said 
'Yes' ( ... )The man cursed him, saying, 'If Shababa dislikes the fanıiliy of the 
Prophet, Jet him be immediately stricken.' He continued, 'Say "amin" for this"' 
The dreamer later awoke and went to Medain and reported that Shababa had had 
a strokeduring the hours when he had been dreaming69 

According to the descriptions in the biographies, some narrators had at 
first adopted ircii ideas which they later abandoned due to dreams. For example, 
in the biography of Mus'ab b. al-Miqdam al Has'ami he explains how when he 
envisaged across on his neck he abandoned his reactionary ideas.70 In contrast 
to this event Ali b. Suhayl al-Sicistiinl, who was a Mıırci, was asked to abandon 
his ideas. He replied that he would not change his regressive opinions, even 
though he had dreamed about Ahmad b. Hanbal on the Day of Judgment and 
that the latter was handing out rings. 71 

On the other hand, Abu Hanlfa, seen as a leader of irdi ideas, was the 
subject of many bad dreams. For example, al-Fasavi (d. 277/890), after giving 
p!ace to the claims that he was a Murci and a Ce/ınıi, quoted this dream: "In my 
dream there was a funeral. There was a black cloth over the casket, and there 

67 'UqaylT, ai-I;Juata, lll, 290. 
68 For other examples see: Ibn Abi ai~Dunya, ai·M€1nfimiit, p. 136; Ibn 'Adiy, al-Kiimil, III, 430; 

KhatTb al-BaghdiidT, Tifrlklı, Vlll, 1 10; al-MizzT, ibid, XXVI, 469. 
69 Ibn Ş'acar, Tahdhib, IV, 264. 
70 al-MizzT, ibid, XXV lll, 45; lbn Ş'acar, TahdhTb, X, 150. 
71 lt is clear thal this dream also praises 'Al;ımad b. I:Janbal because it is transmitted by al-MizzT 

in the biography of'A~ınad (al-MizzT, İbid, ı, 401). 
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were priests all around. 'Whose funeral is this?' I asked. They told me that it 
was Abu Hanifa's."72 In a dream quoted by Ibn Hibbiin, Abu Hanlfa was 
deseribed by Abu Bakr, "Oh people, here is the man who has changed 
Muhammad's religion."73 On the other hand, Ibn 'Adiy, in the translation of 
Abu Hanifa, reports the dream of another: "In my dream I said, 'O Prophet of 
God teli us from whom we should get hadiths?' He answered 'Sufyan ai
Thawrf.' I asked 'What about Abu Hanifa?' He answered me 'He is not one to 
take knowledge from.' 74 Hatib repeated dreams of the same subject and gave 
space to negative dreams in addition to the ones quoted above.75 

However, it cannot be said that there are negative dreams about all the 
narraters who are defined as Murci. For example, because of the ircii ideas of 
Mis'ar b. Kidam, Sufyan ai-Thawri did not participate in the former's funeral, 
but in the opinion of the hadith collectors Mis'ar b. Kidam was a reliable and 
trustworthy narrator; all the dreams about him were positive. Such good dreams 
were, for example, one in which, because of the dlıikir gatherings, he was 
forgiven by God;76 there is a dreaın recorded that when Mis' ar b. Kidiim died 
the inhabitants of heaven gave the Prophet the glad tidings,77 and there were 
dreams in which he was in heaven78 In a similar way, Ibrahim b. Tahman, 
accused by Ahmad b. Hanbal of being a Murci and Celımi, but whose hadiths 
were considered reliable, was en visaged ina dream as sitting next to the truthful 
ones, and being visited by Ibn al-Mubiirak and Sufyan al-Thawrl.79 On the other 
hand, Abu Muti al-Balhi, who was found to make some refutations Garh), 
despite being accused of being a Murci and a Celımi, was deseribed as having 

72 al-Fasavi, al-Ma'nia vaal-TffrTklı, III, 96. 
73 Ibn f:Iibban, ai-MajnlhJıı, Ili, 66; Ibn I:Iibban, a!-Tlıiqlit, IX, 70. See also: Ibn 'Asakir, TifrT!ı 

,1/-Dimaslıq, L[]I, 283. 
74 lbn 'Adiy_. ai-Kiimil, VII, 1 O. 
75 Fordreams in the TiirJkh c1l-Baghdiidsce: X lll, 425,440,441,454. 
76 Ibn Abi al-Dunya, ai-Maniinıiit, p. 60. 
77 Abi Nu 'ayın, a!-{-!ilya, vıı. 209; ai-Mizzl, İbid, xxvıı, 468. 
78 Ibn Abl ai-Dunya, ibid, p. 155. 
79 Khatıb al-Baghdadl, Tiirikh, VI, ll O. 
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been forgiven by God.80 In this way, Abu Hanlfa deseribed in an extremely 
negative way in some dreams not only because he was a Murci, but also because 
he was a teader in these ideas.81 

b. Arguments about Ehl-i Rey and Ehl-i Iladiths in Dreams 

Here, rather than discussing e/ıl-i hadit/ıs and e/ıl-i rey, the jurisprudential 
tendencies are examined. When one examines the biographical sources, it is 
striking that the dreams that are concerned with the relevant arguments 
generally contain scenes that depict the e/ıl-i rey in a negative manner. 
Moreover, it can be seen that some scholars who were later to becoıne famous 
joined the ehl-i rey, abandaning the dealing with rey because of their dreaıns. 
For example, Qutayba b. Sa'id dealt with rey; one day he had a dream in which 
a water container was hanging down from the sky. People were trying to take 
hold of it, but they could not. Qutayba b. Sa'id says then that he went and took 
the container and added that the water covered the east and the west. Qutayba 
took this dream to someone for interpretation, and this person said "Leave rey 
behind, and focus on hadiths. Rey cannot cover the gap between the east and the 
west." Qutayba abandoned rey inaccordance with this dream and recorded that 
he began to learn hadiths. 82 On the other hand, as Ahınad b. Muhaınmad b. Isa 
acted according to hadiths and works he appears in dreams as being praised.83 

Rabi'a al-Ray, despite going to heaven, was warned for taking too much interest 
. 84 
ın rey. 

8° Khatıb ai-Baghdiidi, TiirTkh, VIII, 224. 

sı In addition to Abi lfanTfa, Aba Yüsuf also was seen in this kind of negative dreaın. For 
example, 'Uqayii recorded that he was seen in a dream praying not towards the Qıbla and in 
anather dream he was carrying across ('Uqay!T, a!-puafii, IV, 438). 

82 Ibn 'Adiy, M·m revff 'anhum a!-BukhiirJ ff al-Ş a(1Ji.ı, p. 225; Khattb ai-Baghdadr, Tiiliklı, X ll, 
467; ai-Dhahabi, Siyeı; Xl, 17; al-Mizzi, İbid, XXlll, 530. 

83 Khanb al-Baghdadr, Tiirlkiı, V, 61 
84 'Iraq!, ai-Taqyid va ai-TÇaı~. p. 455. 
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It can be seen that Abu Hanlfa and his friends, al-Imam Malik and al
Shafü, came to the fore in dreams concerned with the argument between the 
e/ıl-i rey and e/ıl-i /ıaditlıs. In such dreams, while al-Imam al-Shafil is portrayed 
in a positive light in nearly every dream, in some Malik receives warnings, 
while Abu Hanlfa is criticized to a greater extent. A dream reported by Abu 
Nu'aym from Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Nasr sheds some light on the idea 
recorded above: For a long time he had written about the ideas of Malik, and 
after he expressed his negative opinion of al-Shafü, he goes on to say "In my 
dream I saw the Prophet. 'Oh, Prophet of God, should I record Abu Hanlfa's 
opinions?' I received a negative reply. 'Well, then should I record Malik's 
opinions?' I said. 'Write those that are in agreement with my hadiths,' he said. 
'Well, what about Al-Shafil's opinions?' I said. The Prophet acted as if angered 
by my words and shook his head, and said 'They are not opinions, they are 
refutations of the opponents of my sunnah,' he said. Muhammad b. Nasr then 
woke up and reports that he went to Egypt to write up al-Shaffii's works.85 

Anather report that is recorded by Hatib is that the Prophet said "I do not know 
who Abu Hanlfa is. "86 In an other dream the Prophet was asked about Malik, 
Abu Hanlfa, al-Shafü and their friends; "Only my words are valid" he said, and 
on the matter of ai-Shafii and friends he added "His words are the opposite of 
the salıibıı bi d' at. "87 On the other han d, it is recorded that Imam al-Shafü 
dreamed about Abu Hanlfa in which he was wearing a dirty and untidy garment 
and said "lt is n one of your business. "88 

In the eaı·Jier period some dreams that praise Abu Hanlfa can be found in 
the e/ıl-i hadith sources. For example, Abu Hanlfa reports: "One day in my 
dream it was as if I were digging the Prophet's grave. Later, when I arrived in 

85 Abi Nu'ayın, Jfi/ya, IX, 100; See alsa: KhatTb ai-BaghdadT, Tiirlkh, l, 365; This dream is 
repeated in ıhe biography of ai-Shati 'T (Khatlb ai-BaghdadT, Tiilikfı, ll, 69); Ibn 'Asakir, TiiriJı 
a/-Dinmsbq, Ll. 422, 423; AI-Nawawl, TahdhJb a/-asınii, I, 108; al-DhalıabT, Siyer, X, 43. 

86 Khanb ai-BaghdadT, Tiiliklı, IV, 230; Ibn 'Asakir, ibid, Ll. 424. 
87 Ibn Abri:Jatim, Adabai-Slıiili'l, p. 72-73; Ibn 'Asakir, ibid, LI, 423. 
88 Ibn AbTI;HUim, İbid, p. 174. For same negative dreams alıout Abı1 I:Ianifa see: Le ah Kinbcrg, 

"The Legilimization of the madhahib through drcams", Arabica, XXX ll, 1985, s. 50-52. 
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Basra I asked Ibn Sirin about my dream. He answered him 'The person who had 
this dream will explain the meanings of news from the Prophet. "89 An other 
report, recorded by Ibn Abu ai-Dunya, states that Abu Hanlfa said "I am in 
prosperity" but indicated that Sufyan ai-Thawrl was at a higher state.90 This 
dream, no matter how much it may seem !ike a positive dream about Abu 
Hanlfa according to the paragraph quoted above, stil! shows himata lower level 
than Sufyan al-Thawri, the representative of his e/ıl-i /ıadiths. 

A few of the positive dreams that are found in the e/ıl-i hadiths sources in 
the earlier period continue in the later period. Despite not having a connection 
with the Hanefi sect, reporters of hadiths !ike al-Nawawi, al-Dhahabi, al-Mizzi 
and al-Haytami91 not only keep in silence about statements on Abu Hanifa, but 
also eliminated the negative dreams about him in general.92 Naturally, Hanefi 
scholars alsa quoted prophetic dreams about !heir imams in !heir Tabakat 
works. 

When one looks at the dreams that are in favor of Abu Hanlfa found in 
this type of source it can be said that they have the quality of being answers to 
the dreams quoted in the e/ıl-i hadit/ıs books of the earlier period. For example, 
it is reported that knowledge should not be taken from Abu Hanlfa while in the 
same souı·ce the Prophet also praises Abu Hanifa's knowledge.93 In contrast, in 
response to the bringing to the fore of Sufyan ai-Thawri, the most iınportant 
representative of e/ıl-i lıaditlıs in Kufe, in Sari b. Talha' s dream Abu Hanlfa is 
deseribed in this manner: "I sa w Abu Hanlfa when he was silting somewhere. I 
asked him 'Why are you silting here?' He said, 'I come from the presence of my 

89 KhatTb ai-BaghdadT, Tiirlldı, XIII, 334. KhatTb transmi ts same dreams with the same mcaning. 
In the transmission that comes from al-Şayrnarf, Ibn Srrin says: "This ınan wil! spread 
knowladgc as no one had done before (KhatTb al-Baghdadf, lbid.). 

90 Ibn Abi al-Dunyli, İbid, p. 167. 
91 al-NawawT, Talıdhi'b ,7/-asmii, ll, 503; ai-MizzT. İbid, XXIX, 427; ai-DhahabT, Siycr, VI, 398, 

M eniiki b a/-lmffm Abi lfanTfa, p. 32-33; lbn I:Iacar al-HaytamT, ei-Kh€1yriit al-i}isiin, p. 96-97. 
92 For a comprchensive evaluation see: Ibn 'Abd ai-Baı-r, al-!ntiqti ii fiıçliii/ a/-minma a/4/uı/iit/w 

al-filqa[ıii, p. 241 ((note of eritic 'Abd ai-Fatta~ Abü Ghudda). 
93 Ibn I;Jacar al-1-laytami, İbid, p. 96-97; Taqiyuddin b. 'Abd al-Qadir, ei-Tabaqiit a/-s,7niyya, I. 

146-147. 
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Lord. I got my rights from Sufyiin al-Thawri."94 In anather dream, it is stated 
that three stars fell from the sky in order of degree; the first was Abu Hanifa, the 
second was Mis' ar (it is stated above that he adopted irdi ideas) with the third 
being Sufyan al-Thawrf. 95 On the other han d, al-Haytaıni spoke of a dream in 
which Ab il Hanife w as on the Prophet' s left and the Prophet turned to him and 
recited a verse about the infidels, while on his right was al-Shafii and the 
Prophet turned to him and recited a verse about the believers. After stating that 
this dreaın was not reliable he reports anather dream in an attempt to prove this. 
In the second dream, it is eınphasized that both the imaıns were on the right 
path, and even that a person had had a dream in which they asked the Prophet 
about the dream quoted above; the Prophet replied that he had never said any 
such thing96 In soıne dreams it is stated that Abu Hanffa would be forgiven 
because of the negative things people had said about hiın. 97 

In both the earlier and the later periods it can be said that dreams were 
recorded praising Malik b. Anas, and that ılıere are no negative messages about 
the ehl-i rey. 98 In general it can be understood from this type of dreaın, even 
when the leading representatives of ehl-i lıaditlıs, like Malik b. Anas, al-Shafif 
and Ahınad b. Hanbal, are depicted as being in heaven99 that the true argument 
about Abu Hanlfa and al-Shafii took place among the e/ıl-i hadit/ıs and the e/ıl-i 
rey. It could be said that the most famous representatives of the e/ıl-i /ıaditlıs, 
Ahınad b. Hanbal, appears in dreaıns mostly due to the matter of the Halk al
Qur'an. 

94 al-ŞaymarT, AkhbiirAbT (ianTfa va B{lftiibulı, p. 68; TaqiyuddTn b. 'Abd al-Qadir, İbid, I, !47. 
95 Ibn I:Jacar al-Haytaınr, İbid, p. 96. 
96 lbn I:Iacar al-HaytamT, İbid, p. 98. 
97 Mar'Tb. Yosufal-Karrni, TanvJrbaşffiral-muqa/hdJıı, p. 102. 
98 There are same exceptions. For instance, because of a dream he had, QiiQi' al- 'Iyaçl mentions a 

man who converted from the Hanaff sect to the Maliki sect (Qaçli' al-'Iya<;I, Taıtlb ai-madiink, 
II, 1 57); for drcams which were about Malik b. Anas see, alsa,: Lcah Kinberg, "Madhahib", 
S. 53. 

99 Abü Ya'Ja al-KhalTli, al-Irslı§d, I, 284; Qa<)i al-'Iyac). a/-Tartib, ır, 151; al-MizzT, İbid, X1X, 
103. 
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c. The Matter of Halk al-Qur'an in Dreams 

In the biographies many dreams are recorded canceming the matter of 
whether the Qur'an was created or whether it had always existed. Generally, 
those who say the Qur'an was created, either with a few general expressions or 
by quoting the ideas of the leaders in this matter, meet with a bad end in these 
dreams. For example, in a dream the Prophet was en visaged next to Abu Bakr 
and the Prophet said the following: "S ome of my wnnıah have sprouted up and 
they say 'My Lord's utterances are created'. Do not speak with them, do not sit 
next to them, do not pray for them and do not join in their funerals." 100 In 
anather dream, those who adopted the idea that the utterances in the Qur'an 
were the eternal word of God would have a gold ruby ring attached to their 
eyebrow, they would be placed in heaven and they would be forgiven; those 
who said that the Qur'an was created would have their right side turned into a 
monkey, they would live one or two days !ike this and then they would be 
thrown into hel!. 101 

In connection with this is the subject in which the leaders of the idea that 
the Qur'an was created areseenin a negative manner in dreams. For example, 
there are dreams in which the Prophet shows Mutezill Ibn Abu al-Duad and 
recites a verse canceming infidels, there are dreams in which it is stated that he 
would be of those who would meet Gad' s wrath or that Gad had left him dumb 
as an indicalian for people, as well as there being dreams in which he is turned 
into other creatures. 102 In centrast to this it was said that Ahmad b. Hanbal, who 
himself had had a dream in which it was said that he would be tested on the 
matter of the creation of the Qur' an, w as see n at a high ran k on the level of Gad 
and that Gad and the angels were pleased with him, alsa everyone who had 
opposed him would be subject to the wrath of Gad and he would be allawed to 
intercede for those people at the gates of heaven who testified that the Qur'an is 

10° Khatlb al-BaghdadT, Tiirlkh, VII, 176. 
101 KhatTb ai-Baghdiidi, TiirTldı, IV, 154. 
102 All of these were transmitted by KhatTb (TiirT!dı, IV, 153-156). See also: Ilm al-JawzT, 

M·miiqJb, p. 539; Ibn Kasir, ai-Bidiiya va a!-nı!ıiiya, X, 343. 
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the word of God. 103 Moreover, Ahmad b. Nasr b. Malik, who refused to accept 
that the Qur'an was created and who was hung for this, was seen in many 
positive dreams. 104 

In the rijiil sources there are some negative dreams reported about those 
who thought, despite being members of ehl-i hadis, that the Qur'an was not 
created but remained quiet (vakifi) or those who accepted that the Qur'an was 
created out of fear of punishment. For example, Isma'il b. Ulayya, a reliable 
person according to the hadiths scholars, appeared in a dream with a black 
face. 105 Ali al-Madini sa w Prophet David preaching from his pulpit and he 
wished he had seen Job, because when Job was alive he had been tried with his 
physical being w hile Prophet David had been tried with the instigation of the 
people. The narrator says "And then what happened happened," interpreted by 
Hatib tomean that the "matter of the halk al-Qur'an was accepted by Ali b. al
Madini."106 It is reported that Ishak b. Abu Isra'il, who, although considered a 
reliable narrator, was said to be a "Bad Yakifi" by Ahmad b. Hanbal, was 
warned by the Prophet in a dream about his point of view. 107 When one takes 
into account this dream one can understand why Abii Davı1d included this 
hadiths in his work Sımen about the matter of the vakf of his teacher 
Muhammad b. Hallad, as the latter is not in opposition to this dreaın. 108 

As well as the halk al-Qur' an matter, it is possible to find other dreams 
concerned with anather matter that was being discussed at the same time. In 
opposition to the Mutezile thesis that God would not be seen in the hereafter, it 
is particularly emphasized that same people of the ehl-i sunna/ı looked on the 
face of Gad. For example, it is reported that in a dream Gad asks Ahmad b. 

103 All ofthese dreaıns were transmitted by Ibn al-Jawz:T (Maniiq1b, p. 551-571 ). 
104 KhatTb al-BaghdadT, TiirTklı, V, 179-180; Ibn al-Jawzi, Ş ıfat a!-Şafi:va, II, 365; ai-Mizzf, İbid, 

I, 512-513; ai-DiıalıabT, Siyer; XI, 168. 
105 al-FasavT, ibid, Il, 80; Khatlb ai-BaghdiidT, TiirJkb, VI, 238; al-DhahabT, ai-MTzifn, I, 376, 

Siyer; IX, I 12. 
106 KhatTb ai-BaglıdaJT, TiirTkb, XI, 466; ai-MizzT, İbid, XXI, 21. 
107 Klıatıb al-13aghdadT, TiirTkb, VI, 361; ai-MizzT, İbid, II, 404. 
108 Abü Davud, "Ayman", 15; lbn I:Iacar, T.1hdhJb, IX, 382. 
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Hanbal, "O Ahmad, were you punished for my sake?" he answered "Yes". He 
then received the answer: "This is my appearance; I give permission for you to 
look on it." 109 lt is noteworthy that there were some other members of the e/ıl-i 
sunna/ı, other than Ibn Han bal, who looked on the face of God.' 10 

3. Evaination and Conclusion 

Although in general scholars accept that the dreams of persons other than 
those of Prophets are not sources of information, it can be understood that 
muslim scholars were not left out the dreams because of some hadiths dealing 
with the true dreams (ruya sali ha) and with the practice of the Prophet. There is 
no doubt that the place where these dreams are recorded the most are in the 
biographical sources. 

What must be looked at first when studying the dreams in the 
biographical sources is that they face the problem of certainty; that is, there is 
no reliable attribution, isnads. For example, the dream of Hatib al-Baghdadi that 
was reported in opposition to Abu Hanlfa is attributed to narratoı·s who are liars 
or those who are false or weak111 In general, other dreams face the same 
problem. In fact, when one looks at the footnotes placed in Ibn Abu al-Dunya's 
Kitab al-Manamat by investigators it can be understood that the dreams under 
discussion are rather weak as far as attribution is concerned. 

On the other hand, anather important problem in the biographical sources 
is that it is very hard to identify the dreamer. In fact, the narrators use such 
descriptive phrases as "a reliable person", "a person fond of worship", "one is of 
the knowledgeable", "one of the most virtuous of people", thus trying to cover 

109 Aba Ya 'la ai~Farra, Tabakiit a!-l:faniibİ!a, I, 41. cr: lbn ai-Jawzı, Maniiq1b, p. 537. 
110 See: lbn J:Iibban, a!-Thiqift, IX, 101; KhatTb a\-BaghdadT, TlirTkh, V, 180; al-MizzT, İbid, 1, 

513; XXVI, 469. Cf: Leah Kinberg, "Literal Dreams and Prophetic ~IadTth", Der Islam, (70) 
1993, p. 295. 

111 For an evaluation of their isnads see: al-KavtharT, Ta 'n Tb a/-KhatTb, p. 237, 287, 330. 
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up this problem. 112 Moı·eover, these phrases are used to emphasize the fact that 
the dreams in question were seen by reliable people and that they should be 
taken into account. 

Like the dreams related in the basic hadith sources, it is stated that the 
dreams recorded in the biographical books cannot be used as evidence, but 
rather only to confirm rulings that have already been made. Al-Dhahabl, who 
recorded dreams about Ahmad b. Hanbal in a seetion of his Siyer, made the 
following evaluation: "Ahmad b. Hanbal has no need of dreams to prove that he 
was a leader in the discipline of hadiths. But the dreams are a support granted 
by God. In partic u lar, there is the well-known report that he will give happiness 
to the believers. "ıı 3 

Along with this, it can be seen that there is a psychological importance 
that is placed on the dreams in the biographical sources although they are not 
used as evidence. In other words the dreams, in paıticular dreams concerning 
the Prophet, are used to try to insinuale that the person with whom the dream is 
concerned is either a good or bad person. There are even many truly ugly 
dreaıns from a religious or moral view reported about people whose ideas or 
beliefs were not accepted. 

Dreams that concern leading scholars !ike Abu Hanlfa in the biographical 
sources are expounded in a way that reflects the psychological state of the 
dreamer. 114 In actual fact, there are examples that show that the people were 
busy with the matter about which the dream was concerned before falling 
asleep. 115 However, it is nearly impossible to explain these negative dreams 
totally in this way. In particnlar those who had negative dreams try to use the 

112 See: Ibn AbT ai-Dunya, ibid, p. 65, 93, l34; Khanb ai-BaghdiidT, TiirTkh, IV, I54; Ibn ai
Jawzf, ai-M,maqJb, p. 540, 544, 568, ai-MizzT, ibid, I, 513, VI, 447. 

113 ai-DhahabT,Siye1; XI, 353. 
114 Ibn AbT l:Hitirn, Adab al-S/uffi'f, p. ı 74 (note of a eritic al-KavtharT); al-MizzT, İbid, V, 577 

(note of eritic Bashshar 'Avvöd). 
115 See: al-Mizzr, İbid, ı, 435. 
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fact that events came to occur exactly as happened in their dreams asa means of 
propaganda to show that their views were correct. 

Even if it does not happen often, the dreams seem to be reported as 
evidence in some biographies. For example, Ibn Abi Hatim records ıwo reports 
indicaling that Malik b. Anas was on the right path under the heading of "Malik 
b. Anas' Rightness ... " However, both of these narrations consist of dreams. 116 

116 Ibn AbT I:{atim, 1:-ıqdima, p. 28. 
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